
SPOTLIGHT REQUESTS & FEES

DUE FEB 24
PICTURE & MESSAGE

DUE APRIL 15

Ashley Jacobs
Ashley has been dancing ever since she was a
little girl. She loves ballet and tap dancing. She
also enjoys writing stories and drawing. She has
just finished the first grade. Ashley we are so
proud of you and all your accomplishments.
Your family loves you very much. Good luck in
your spring recital! Love, Mom, Dad, and Tori

EXAMPLE OF SPOTLIGHT

WEISSMAN TIGHTS
For all Combo classes, Intro, Basics 1, Basics 2 and Basics 3

CAPEZIO TIGHTS
For Foundations 1, 2/3, Intermediate, and Advanced

At the concert, each attendee receives a Concert
Program which includes the show order, cast list,
and spotlights! Spotlights are a fun way to surprise
your dancer, make the performance more
meaningful, and help the audience get to know why
our dancers are so great!

Concert Program Spotlight
Place a “bio” and picture of your dancer in our Program!

Option 1: Includes 1 picture and a short paragraph.
Cost: $5

Option 2: Sometimes 1 picture just isn’t enough! For
only $15, get a 4-inch section with up to 3 pictures
of your dancer (or dancers)! 

Tights and Shoes for Concert
TIGHTS, SHOES, AND OTHER
ACCESSORIES FOR CONCERT

To help our classes look uniform and
professional on stage, all classes are
required to have matching tights, hair
styles, and shoes (in excellent
condition). We are working out the
details for each class and will let you
know in April. If you need new ballet or
tap shoes, please ask us what style will
be required so you can purchase the
correct ones.

COMBO MINI, COMBO A, COMBO B,
COMBO C, INTRO, BASICS 1, 2, & 3
 

To help our classes look uniform and
professional on stage, tights will be
provided as part of their costume (if the
class is wearing tights). Please choose
which size you would like and indicate
on your Participation Form. Open tights
are NOT returnable. These tights tend
to run small so if in doubt, choose a
bigger size. 

COMPANY MEMBERS

You will receive a pair of tights for this
performance. You are required to wear
SoDanca ballet shoes.

FOUNDATIONS 1 AND HIGHER
(NOT IN COMPANY)

You will be required to have tights and
shoes that match the ballet company
associated with your level. Details will
be announced in April.


